
Praise for Olvido García Valdés’ poetry

“There were those who compared her to Santa Teresa, others who said 
she was too serious, even sullen, and there were people who swore her 
pride was chilling to those who met her. I looked for a photo of her. 
I found one where she appeared with a group of writers, but it was a 
blurry reproduction. (…) Finally I went to a bookstore in Barcelona to 
look for one of her books, but they told me her most recent books had 
sold out, and there was no photo in the only one they had. (…) That 
night I read ella, los pájaros (‘she, the birds’) in one sitting, a collection 
of Olvido’s poems that dazzled me in the way only true poetry can. 
Long after that, when I was in Blanes and far away from Toledo, I read 
caza nocturna (‘night hunting’), the most recent book by Olvido García 
Valdés (Ave del Paraíso, 1997) and my admiration for her grew even 
more, if that were possible.”
—Roberto Bolaño, author of 2666 

“To read Olvido García Valdés is to become aware that in the midst of 
so much absurd speed, something remains.”
—Eduardo Milán, Poesía y Poética

“Olvido García Valdés’ elliptical, allusive poetry finds much of its 
force in omission, and Catherine Hammond’s translations beautifully 
capture its taut silence and stark power.” 
-Susan Harris, Editorial Director, Words without Borders

“A deep sensual response to nature, its smallest creatures, Blind 
voles sniffing, and its plants, acacia pianist of the breeze, informs this 
challenging, painful, and uplifting vision of our condition in this 
world. Olvido García Valdés may be seen as a more tormented Spanish 
sister to our own Mary Oliver, sharing a precious, precise attentiveness 
to what exists. How fortunate that Catherine Hammond has brought 
the sensitivity of these poems to us in English at last.”
-Alexis Levitin, SUNY Distinguished Professor, SUNY Plattsburgh 
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hears blood beat in the ear

clock of innermost corners

mole works galleries, sparrow 

runs along naked 

branches of narrow cypress

    does not know

how warm the cloak

of the earth seems, how it surrounds or moves

small stones, how in a more generous place

the mother suckles her newborns,  

blind voles sniffing

for the temperature 

of her snout, of her teat,

nor how much time for petals, curly 

oak leaf to become material 

for the cloak, how much bone

from ram or crow or feathers

spreading themselves around, falling down covered

for another autumn, a new cut

of people, mulch, mantle, motherhood

     from

where, Persephone, looks at it,

contemplates it

in the heart, feels how blood

pulses through the ear.
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came, lay eyes, a thousand eyes, 

on me for a moment, then

went away, left two of them

for mine, with those I look at 

flowering stalks of lilies, rose bushes,

old, fragrant mock orange, a mulberry tree,

Whilelilyandrosestillcoloryourcheeks we call

to the garden, acacia pianist of the breeze
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Winter lays siege to the maiden

Hesiod 

as a shadow among shadows

the crew arrives

babbling in multiple 

tongues; house surrounded 

by scaffold, windows lit, overalls

blue in the light; a tilt 

of the head corresponds

to greeting, from afar and together

they come in the dark;

    we leave

when they arrive, the house empties and in it they

work that empty husk, husks  

from another core
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The dense platform of fever

leaves bones flat, plates

of bone weigh heavy

without joints. To the kitchen

it went. For those platters they tied on

an apron, white,

with split tomatoes.
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they entered, she and the old woman—thin,

naked, pink line 

on her breast and other

lines and creases—they chattered on,

laughed—where were they coming from 

when she realized she was among 

them, that she was one of them?

a well, then, to breathe

the sorrow of a well


